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In short.

- Exercises are serious operations, which prepare organizations and personnel for incidents which will occur.
- Exercises enhance capabilities and facilitate cross border understanding.
Conclusions

- Participation in regional exercises is beneficial.
- Ex. project of committed RCCs.
- Ex. project managed by capable lead organization.
- Ex. project with distinctive name and clear Exercise Operating Instructions.
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ICG MPA TFSYN during Ex GREENICECAP in Kulusuk E-Greenland.
Both cews dividing the search area before takeoff in Kulusuk.
Aerial search over a land area is not an easy task.
The terrain can be hostile to aircraft wherever we are
Greenland Arctic Command and JRCC Greenland.
OACC Alerting JRCC course at JRCC Greenland.
OACC Alerting JRCC course at JRCC Greenland.
The SAR chain.